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Sermon Based Study Questions for 06.28.2015 Sermon 
One Step Behind Jesus:  On Fire! 

Luke 24:13-35 
 

The empty tomb had all the followers of Jesus buzzing. What was going on? What did it 
mean? Some were testifying to the Resurrection, while others still doubted. The possibility of 

Jesus being alive was just starting to sink in. If it was true, it would change everything.  
In our passage we find two followers moving from despair to delight.  

Their experience with Jesus speaks to us today… 
 
 

Next Step: Let your love for Jesus burn brightly! 
 
Ice Breaker Questions – (choose one to answer/ask) 

 Describe a time when the answer was right in front of you, but you just couldn’t see it. 

 

Opening Questions 

 Is there anything from Sunday’s sermon that really stood out, made an impression, 

challenged or confused you? 

 Was there a time when your love for Jesus burned brightly? 

 How do you feel about being honest with Jesus regarding your thoughts, feelings and 

doubts? 

 How does being receptive to God’s word help us from being overwhelmed? 

 What does it look like for you to burn brightly for Jesus right now in your life? 

 

Bible Study 

Read Luke 24:13-35 

 Why do you think the eyes of the two people were kept closed? (v.16) 

 What caused the sadness of the two people in v. 17? 

 What kind of things do you think Jesus taught them in v. 27? 

 How would verse 30 help the two people recognize Jesus? 

 What do you think it means to say that their “hearts burned within them”  

in verse 32? 
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Application 

 Pray and ask Jesus to have His love burn brightly in you so others can recognize it. 

 If something in your life is keeping you from burning brightly for Jesus, ask Him to 

remove it and replace it with His love. 

Scripture Memory – Luke 24:32 


